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The More Things (Don’t) Change… 

During his presidential campaign, when it came to the “federal bureaucracy,” 
Donald J. Trump sounded not unlike most Republican presidential aspirants 
going back to at least Ronald W. Reagan.  He lambasted federal bureaucrats.  
He promised to end waste, fraud, and abuse.  He pledged to kill many federal 
agencies and roll back federal regulations.   

During his first months as President, Trump translated his pledges to “drain 
the swamp” into budget proposals and other directives calling for a no-
exceptions freeze on federal hiring and the elimination of 19 federal agencies.   

By the time of his first State of the Union Address in January 2018, the 
president’s rhetorical raps against the federal bureaucracy had become, if 
anything, even harder than they were during his presidential campaign and his 
first year in office.  He depicted federal bureaucrats as defenders of a “rigged 
system” and denizens of a “deep state” who worked to undermine presidential 
prerogatives and popular wishes. 

By executive orders and other means, the Trump administration has rolled 
back many federal regulations, most notably federal regulations on 
environmental protection.   

But, as Penn Law School’s Cary Coglianese has argued, during Trump’s first 
year in office, “far fewer regulatory obligations” were “lifted…than most people” 
assumed or had “been led to believe”: 3,222 new regulations were issued in 
2017 compared to 3,449 issued during Barack Obama’s first year in office; 
and, overall, “the size of the federal government’s regulatory agenda…remained 
roughly the same as in 2016.”2     

President Trump’s no-exceptions hiring freeze plan had only a three-month 
run.  In April 2017, it was publicly rescinded by his Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB).   

Each of the 19 federal agencies targeted for elimination in the first Trump 
budget—the Corporation for National and Community Service, the U.S. Trade 

                                                           
1 Prepared for “A Republic, If You Can Keep It,” Cornell University Center for the Study of Inequality and New 
America, Washington, D.C., April 12-13, 2018. 
2 Cary Coglianese, “Let’s Be Real about Trump’s First Year in Regulation,” The Regulatory Review: A Publication of 
the Penn Program on Regulation, the review.org, January 29, 2018. 
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and Development Agency, and all the rest--were alive in his second budget, 
though most faced funding cuts. 

Having been frustrated in its initial efforts to freeze federal employment and 
eliminate federal agencies, in early 2018, the Trump White House mandated 
that every federal department, bureau, and agency develop plans to reorganize 
itself and reduce its workforce.  That mandate, however, was muted by 
provisions in the latest omnibus federal budget bill that expressly required 
reorganization plan-specific congressional oversight and approval. 

Embracing the Bureaucracy? 

Then, on March 20, 2018, the Trump Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 
released its President’s Management Agenda, a 48-page document is not only 
almost completely at odds with virtually all else that Trump and his 
administration have pronounced and prescribed regarding the federal 
bureaucracy, but also largely at odds with what most preceding 
administrations going back to Reagan’s, both Republican and Democratic, have 
declared and done regarding the federal bureaucracy.   

The President’s Management Agenda suggests that the federal bureaucracy is 
not so big and bad after all.  It insists that the character and quality of 
American democracy depends vitally on improving government performance.  
And it champions bipartisan efforts to modernize, not down-size, the federal 
bureaucracy, shore up, not shrink, the full-time federal workforce, and listen 
to, not lambaste, career federal civil servants. 

Subtitled “Modernizing Government for the 21st Century,” the President’s 
Management Agenda begins by quoting President Trump regarding how, “at all 
levels of Government, our public servants put our country first and our people 
first.”3  Summarizing the results of a 2017 Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, 
one typical section is sub-headed “Workforce for the 21st Century: Realigning 
Human Capital to Serve America’s Priorities”: 

Federal employees underpin nearly all the operations of the 
Government, ensuring the smooth functioning of our democracy.  
While most Americans will never meet the President…they will 
interact with the Federal employees who work in their community...4  

Many top academic public administration thinkers and practitioners were 
pleasantly shocked by the President’s Management Agenda, most notably 

                                                           
3 President’s Management Agenda, U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB), March 20, 2018, p. 1. 
4 Ibid, p. 18. 
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Donald F. Kettl, the University of Maryland, Brookings Institution, and Volcker 
Alliance scholar and public administration textbook author:  

…a fascinating document, different in virtually every respect from the 
plans of previous administrations…a world-class plan for 
transforming the government and, between the lines, a powerful 
diagnostic for what ails us.5   

Federal Bureaucracy by Proxy 

I was no less pleasantly surprised by the President’s Management Agenda than 
Kettl and many others were.  Still, nobody believes that President Trump will 
soon start tweeting sweet words about the federal bureaucracy, or that he and 
his top aides will practice what the report preaches unto fundamental policy 
changes and far-reaching administrative reforms. 

Nor, more importantly, is it to be expected that the present administration will 
do what no preceding administration post-Carter administration has done, 
namely, level with the American public about how the federal bureaucracy has 
grown, how it actually works, and how many people it employs.6 

Over the last half-century, seven new federal Cabinet agencies were 
established—from Housing and Urban Development in 1965 to Homeland 
Security in 2002.  Dozens of new sub-Cabinet agencies were also established, 
like the Environmental Protection Agency in 1970, and the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency in 1979. 

Moreover, batteries of new federal laws, regulations, and programs were 
enacted on issues that were virtually absent from the pre-1960 federal policy 
agenda--crime, drug abuse, campaign finance, sexual status, gun control, 
school quality, occupational safety, the environment, health care insurance, 
and others. 

Take a look at the three figures just below.  A crude if suggestive measure of 
this post-1960 growth in what Washington does is the Federal Register, which 
catalogues all the federal rules and regulations.  As federal spending increased 
five-fold, the number of pages in the Federal Register, increased about six-fold 
to more than 80,000 small-print pages.   

                                                           
5 Donald F. Kettl, “10 Things to Know about the President’s Management Agenda,” Government Executive, March 
20, 2018. 
6 In much of the material that follows, and albeit with some updates and new material, I am drawing largely on my 
Bring Back the Bureaucrats: Why More Federal Workers Will Lead to Better (and Smaller!) Government (Templeton 
Press, 2014). 
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Sources: Office of Management and Budget, Fiscal Year 2016: Historical Tables – Budget of the U.S. Government, Table 14.4, “Total Government Expenditures By 
Major Category of Expenditure, 1948-2014”; Office of Personnel Management, Data, Analysis, & Documentation: Federal Employment Reports – Historical Federal 
Workforce Tables, “Executive Branch Civilian Employment Since 1940”; Federal Register, “Federal Register Pages Published, 1936-2014.” 

And yet we have had roughly the same number of federal workers, not counting 
uniformed military personnel and postal workers, for the past 57 years.  When 
John F. Kennedy was elected in 1960, we had about 1.8 million full-time 
federal bureaucrats—the same number as when George W. Bush was elected 
president in 2000.  When Ronald Reagan was reelected in 1984, there were 
about 2.2 million federal bureaucrats—nearly 200,000 more than when Barack 
Obama was elected in 2008. 

So, how did post-1960 United States have a five-fold increase in federal 
spending, establish seven new cabinet agencies, effect a steady expansion in 
programs and regulations, and yet experience zero growth in the workforce 
responsible for stewarding tax dollars by the trillions and translating scores of 
thousands of words into actions?  By employing three species of paid proxies: 

• State and local governments 
• For-Profit Businesses 
• Nonprofit Organizations 
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As the figure just below indicates, since1960, while the federal workforce 
hovered around 2 million full-time bureaucrats, the total number of state and 
local government employees tripled to more than 18 million workers, many of 
them paid and/or functioning as de facto federal workers. 

 
Employment in the tax-exempt sector more than doubled between 1977 and 
2012 to more than 11 million people.  Just the subset of nonprofit 
organizations that files with the IRS has more than $2 trillion a year in 
revenues. Roughly a third of nonprofit revenues come from government grants 
plus fees for services and goods from government sources.  And each year, tens 
of billions of federal “pass-through” dollars flow from Washington through state 
capitals and into the coffers of local government and nonprofit organizations—
nonprofit hospitals, universities, religious charities, and others. 

The Deep Contractor State 

But the biggest and most problematical federal bureaucracy by proxy reality is 
the fact that for-profit businesses are used by every federal department, 
bureau, and agency, both defense and civilian or domestic. 

As documented in a March 2017 report by the U.S. Government Accountability 
Office (GAO) that received far less attention than it deserved, Contracting Data 
Analysis: Assessment of Government-Wide Trends, from Fiscal Year 2011 
through Fiscal Year 2015, contractors received a total of nearly $2.5 trillion—
trillion!—in federal funding (see the figure immediately below).   
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Defense and Civilian Federal Contracts, 2011-2015 
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In fact, in many years over the last decade, Washington has spent as much or 
more on defense contractors alone as it has on the entire federal civilian 
workforce’s salaries and benefits.  For example, in 2012, total compensation 
and benefits for federal civilian workers totaled about $244 billion, total federal 
spending on defense contractors totaled about $362 billion.7   

Indeed, between 2000 and 2010, federal spending on all service contracts—
growing the both defense and domestic proxy workforces via outsourcing—
more than doubled from $164 billion to $343 billion.8  The best available 
estimates indicate that the total number of federal contract employees 
increased from about 5 million in 1990 to about 7.5 million in 2013 (see the 
figure just above). 

Help Wanted 

There is no shortage of scholarship suggesting that the contractor state is 
behind many or most “federal bureaucracy” failures.  For example, in Escaping 
Jurassic Government, Kettl analyzed the GAO list of federal programs that have 

                                                           
7Congressional Budget Office (CBO), Federal Contracts and the Contracted Workforce, May 2015, p. 4, indicating 
that in 2012 federal spending on defense contractors totaled $361.8 billion, and Budget of the U.S. Government, 
Fiscal Year 2014, Analytical Perspectives, p. 114, indicating that, in 2012, actual total compensation and benefits 
for federal civilian workers totaled about $244 billion. 
8 David Berteau et al., Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), DOD Workforce Cost Realism 
Assessment, May 2011, p. 1. 
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suffered the worst cost overruns, management meltdowns, or other chronic 
failures: 28 of the 32 on that list were federal programs with among the highest 
proxy-administration quotients.9 

There is likewise no shortage of scholarship decrying the many and diverse 
threats to liberal democracy and representative democratic governance posed 
by what I have here termed federal bureaucracy by proxy and the deep 
contractor state.10    

What is lacking, however, is two types of scholarship of relevance to the proxy-
bureaucracy phenomenon and the deep contractor state’s dysfunctions and 
dangers.  First, there is no adequate body of theory to explain how this 
situation arose, persisted, and changed.  For instance, for all of the many 
splendid ideas, concepts, and frameworks to be found within the American 
Political Development (APD) sub-field, there is little APD scholarship that 
touches the topic except indirectly.11  

Second, there is no adequate body of public administration research to help 
identify the conditions under which the worst excesses of the deep contractor 
state can be contained or cured.  My own case for hiring a million more full-
time federal civil servants over the next two decades does not qualify, but I can 
conceive of no remedy that does not involve efforts to reform the federal public 
service and “bring back the bureaucrats.” 

Finally, it is not yet clear whether the Trump administration will substantially 
deepen the already deep contractor state or worsen the problems wrought by 
proxy-bureaucracy.  But unless one has faith that the aforementioned March 
2018 President’s Management Report is more than an exception to the rhetoric 
and the rule (and I do not), reforming the federal bureaucracy in the public 
interest is simply not likely to happen anytime soon.12   

  

                                                           
9 Donald F. Kettl, Escaping Jurassic Government: How to Recover America’s Last Commitment to Competence 
(Brookings Institution, 2016), pp. 100-101. 
10 To cite just two of many quite recent titles worth noting, Jon D. Michaels, Constitutional Coup: Privatization’s 
Threat to the American Republic (Harvard University Press, 2017), and Paul R. Verkuil, Valuing Bureaucracy: The 
Case for Professional Government (Cambridge University Press, 2017). 
11 One sparkling exception is Suzanne Mettler, The Submerged State: How Invisible Government Policies Undermine 
American Democracy (University of Chicago Press, 2011).  
12 Which does not, however, keep some of us from envisioning ways that might yet be accomplished; for example, 
see my “Is Federal Public Service Reform Still Possible?: Toward a ‘Volcker Rule’ for Federal Contractors,” Paper 
prepared for The Volcker Alliance Conference, Washington, D.C., November 9, 2017. 
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